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“Bills, Bills, Bills. 

Ahh the new RMM calendar!”

Our Thank You For Being A Great Customer
You might wonder why a bug company would be giving customers a book about 

horse behavior. The simple reason is that we’d like to share something we found quite 
special.  Of all the literature on how to ride and train horses, this little book, perhaps best 
of all, explains why horses act, and react, the way they do.  Every horse person, of any 
skill level, will fi nd in it many valuable nuggets of “horse sense”. 

When I fi rst read it, I kept thinking over and over, boy, I wish I had known all of 
what is in here decades ago. I hope you will fi nd “Ancient Secrets” as compelling a read as 
I did. If you like this one, Dr. Miller’s other books are equally marvelous. 

My mom, fi rst met Dr. Miller many years ago when he called to inquire about 
Fly Predators. He is now in his fourth decade using Fly Predators and for almost two 
decades he has been gracious enough to allow us to use his quote “they’ve done a superb 
job on my place” and photo in our advertisements without compensation. We’ve relished 
that association as we share the same belief with Dr. Miller that he poignantly describes 
as “The horse is a gift to mankind. We see how to better ourselves by how they react to 
the gentle part of us.”

Many may know Dr. Miller as a world renowned 
veterinarian, lecturer, writer, the fi rst to describe 
imprint training and a leading proponent of what has 
now become known as “Natural Horsemanship.”  Others 
know of a RMM who did cartoons in Western Horseman 
and Veterinary Medicine. I’ll bet that many never knew 
that this was the same person. The cartoons we’ve added 
to this book are Dr. Miller’s, aka RMM.

For the past seven years we have published a calendar of his veterinary cartoons 
for AAEP, The American Association of Equine Practitioners. Next year we will begin the 
tradition of offering a free calendar of his general horse cartoons. Look to order it in your 
renewal mailings.

Dr. Miller has very special gifts. Few have the wealth of knowledge 
or can communicate it as ably as he and even fewer can tickle our funny 
bone. We are honored to be able to share some of his work with you. 

After reading this book please pass it on to someone just 
starting to explore the wonderful journey that horses can provide. 
We’ll have another copy waiting for you if you need it.  

—Tom Spalding 

For the past seven years we have published a calendar of his veterinary cartoons 

The Little Bugs That Do A BIG Job™
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Disclaimer

While the techniques and methods described in this book are drawn from 
the author's extensive experience and knowledge, this book is not all-
inclusive on the subject matter and may not apply in all circumstances. 
This book is not intended to be a training manual. The reader should 
consult with and seek the advice of a professional trainer or competent 
horseperson when considering applying these techniques on his or her 
particular horse or in a specific circumstance. Neither the author nor the 
publisher nor Spalding Labs assume any liability or make any guarantees 
of any nature for any outcome resulting from the use of the procedures 
or techniques described herein.

Dedication

To those horsemen, past and present, who saw the light and forsook 
tradition to train horses with gentle, persuasive and non-forceful methods, 
and who took the trouble to publish their knowledge. Without their wisdom, 
I could never have learned in a single lifetime what I know about horses.
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Introduction
Horses are more effectively trained with persuasive methods rather 

than with coercive methods. This concept motivated me to write this 
book. Persuasive methods, that elicit behavior that the horse wants to do, 
are safer, faster and longer lasting than are coercive methods that elicit 
behavior that the horse must do.

Why then have coercive methods been the principle training 
techniques used by all human cultures?

It is because such methods are natural to us. We are a predatory, 
aggressive species and this is generally more true if we are young and male. 
The horse, by contrast, is a prey species. It is timid and easily frightened. 
Its response to fear is flight. Harnessed, controlled flight can be obtained 
by using physical force, pain and coercion. Jumping, racing, driving and 
even dressage movements are simply controlled flight responses that have 
become conditioned responses.  Horses run for joy and pleasure, not just 
from fear.

The horse, being a flight creature, as is abundantly and repeatedly 
emphasized in this book, experiences anxiety in response to certain 
emotions when they are displayed by a human handler. These emotions 
are anger and impatience.

Anger and impatience are incompatible with good horsemanship. 
Both intimidate the horse and stimulate the instinct to run away, or, if 
the horse thinks that it cannot flee, then these emotions may precipitate 
an alternative defense, such as kicking, striking, or biting.

It is only human to experience such emotions. The test of our 
character, however, is whether or not we are capable of suppressing these 
feelings, rise above them and allow civility and reason to cope with the 
situation. Therefore, in dealing with horses, if we allow reason to dictate 
our behavior, we will greatly enhance our ability to communicate with 
them and to understand their behavior.

Although coercion and force have been the primary means by which 
mankind has trained horses to serve his needs throughout history, far 
better means exist. These means are more humane, more civilized, more 
intelligent, more effective and actually easier to implement (once we learn 
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to use them and to suppress our normal human predatory instincts). 
That's what this book is about.

Non-coercive training techniques produce equine athletes which 
perform well and enjoy doing it. This is achieved by means of the behavior 
shaping techniques described in this book and especially by control of 
movement. Of course, many traditional trainers will reject this concept. 
To the skeptics I point out that an older mare almost invariably leads 
wild horses. Indeed, she is often a decrepit older mare, certainly not the 
physically strongest individual in the herd. How is this possible? Shouldn't 
the leadership be accorded to the fleetest and strongest?

No! It is awarded to the wise, experienced, older individual and that 
position is maintained by assertively controlling the movement of the other 
members of the herd. We can do the same thing. This is the principle 
underlying the “Revolution in Horsemanship” or what is now being called 
"Natural Horsemanship." Why the latter designation? Because it is natural 
to the horse, not to the human.

The term "leadership" needs definition because I am using it as a 
synonym for dominance. Dominance is a word that immediately alienates 
many people. However, it is a scientifically correct word and rather than 
avoid its use in this book, I prefer to define it so readers will understand it.

"Dominance" means leadership and it is absolutely essential 
therefore, in order to lead a horse, we dominate it. Now many people, 
including some trainers I respect, will deny that fact, but it is nevertheless 
true. All good horse trainers get the results they do because their horses 
accept their leadership, whether the person is on the ground or on the 
horse's back. Some trainers, denying dominance, assert that they have 
developed a "partnership" with the horse and that it does not involve 
dominance. Nonsense! Such a trainer, however effective, simply does not 
understand the concept of dominance. As is explained repeatedly in this 
book, dominance is established not by cruelty and aggressiveness, but by 
control of movement. All good horse trainers do this and thereby dominate 
the horses they work with. Certainly a partnership exists, but the human 
must be the leader.

Actually there is nothing new about the kind of horsemanship we 
are talking about. This non-confrontational, humane, swift and effective 
training philosophy has become popular worldwide. Why? Because 
horse owners are better educated, more receptive to the science of 
psychology and because the information is more easily and more 
quickly shared. Clinicians have been able to spread the word through 
travel, videos and publications much more quickly than what was 
possible earlier. These people have advanced the art of horsemanship 
so effectively that most of the traditional methods of the past have 
become obsolete. It is also significant that, for the first time in human 
history, women dominate the horse industry. Women, as a rule, are very 
receptive to non-confrontational, resistance-free, gentler and kinder 
methods of training horses.

During my life I have worked with thousands of horses. A 
veterinarian's work is always frightening to horses, often uncomfortable 
and sometimes painful. Many of the horses I worked with were poorly 
trained, often unbroke, sometimes aggressive.

In spite of all this, I was only hospitalized once in all those years 
as a result of an injury caused by an equine patient. Before I went to 
veterinary school, I worked with a lot of horses as a farm and ranch hand, 
colt breaker and rodeo contestant. Many of these horses were downright 
dangerous, yet none of the injuries I incurred required hospitalization. It is 
significant that my own horses caused many of the injuries I suffered. Why? 
Because "familiarity breeds contempt." I learned defensive horsemanship 
techniques working around other peoples' dangerous or ill- behaved horses. 
Yet, around my own trusted horses I sometimes let my guard down and 
under those circumstances I was hurt.

I can personally attest to how much horses can improve one's basic 
qualities. I am an impatient person. Horses taught me patience. I don't 
think I've ever been unkind, but having been a normal young male, horses 
sometimes provoked me to aggressiveness. They taught me, sometimes 
painfully, to be kinder and more tolerant. I have a fairly volatile personality 
being quick to laugh, to cry and to anger. Horses taught me to contain my 
emotions. They taught me the futility of losing my temper. They increased 
my awareness, my perceptivity and my compassion. Above all, they taught 
me that far more can be accomplished with persuasion than with coercion.
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It is said so often that it has become trite, but it is true that, "the 
outside of a horse is good for the inside of a human being." We benefi t by 
our contact with this unique and beautiful animal. My hope is that this 
can be accomplished without injury to either horse or human.

So, the best way to train horses is to do so using love and leadership 
and with that in mind, let's consider the secrets that science has uncovered 
which explain the horse's mind.

Robert M. Miller, D.V.M. 
Thousand Oaks, California 

The Ten Ancient Secrets 
Of The Horse's Mind

 The history of the human race and that of the horse are closely 
intertwined. The human fascination with horses dates back to our caveman 
ancestors and, perhaps, even beyond that. The earliest recorded history of 
mankind is in the form of drawings etched into the stone walls of caves. 
Many of these drawings are depictions of horses. When archeologists 
uncover remains of ancient civilizations, more times than not, they 
also discover evidence that horses were part of the social and economic 
structure.

Many facets of the human fascination with horses are understandable. 
As horses became domesticated, they became beasts of burden. They were 
used to till fi elds, pull heavy loads and transport goods and passengers 
from place to place. Horses brought prosperity to those cultures that 
learned to domesticate them. Horses extended the range over which men 
could explore, hunt, trade and wage war. An army traveling and fi ghting 
on horseback has a distinct advantage over one that is on foot. The horse 
is also an important item of our social fabric. Competitions, races and 
games involving men and horses are as old as man's domestication of 
the animal itself.

Not all of our fascination with horses can be explained in practical 
or utilitarian terms. The grace and beauty of the horse enthralls us today 
in the same way it enthralled caveman artists of many millennia ago. 
Horses are living works of art. On any given day, more people pause along 
roadsides to enjoy the beauty of a horse galloping across the fi eld than there 
are visitors to all the art museums in the world. And horses have always 
been subtle symbols of wealth and power. The Bedouin tribesmen of the 
Arabian desert are quick to point out that "a man's treasure is carried in 
the bellies of his mares." There are few in Kentucky who would disagree!

Above all else, it is probably the mystique of the horse that so 
fascinates and perplexes us humans. Embodied in the horse is the same 
range of abstract and intangible personality characteristics that we fi nd 
in ourselves. Judged from the human perspective, some horses, like 
some people, are fearful and others bold; some have a strong work ethic 
and others are lazy; some appear to have the desire to win and while 
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others are non-competitive; some react rationally to situations, others 
irrationally; some always seem to be good-natured while others are hostile; 
and, some are said to be honest and others dishonest. Perhaps our desire 
to understand the horse is nothing more than a desire to understand 
ourselves and the people around us.

For hundreds of years we have used selective breeding to infl uence 
what our horses will look like and how they will move. By careful mating, 
we can infl uence the horse's size, color and shape. We can breed horses 
that will run faster races, pull heavier loads, cut calves out of the herd 
more nimbly, or endure long treks through uninviting terrain. We can 
genetically infl uence whether a horse will prefer one gait over another, 
whether its neck will be long or short, its nose dished or level.

Despite all of this selective 
breeding, the foal born in your 
stable last night inherited the 
same ten traits, as did the 
horses depicted on the wall 
of the caveman. These ten, 
inherited traits infl uence how 
the horse perceives the world 
around it and how it reacts to 
its environment. These traits 
include anatomical, physiological 
and behavioral characteristics that 
are intimately linked. The ten traits determine how the horse responds to 
training and interacts with its handlers and other horses. These ten traits 
are embedded deep within its DNA and are shared, without exception, by 
every horse that was ever born. When one understands the ten traits, the 
personality of the horse is not as mysterious as it fi rst appeared.

True horsepeople understand these ten traits and use them both 
as a means of infl uencing the horse to respond in a predictable fashion 
and as a means of avoiding the danger inherent in being around horses.

No horse can fulfi ll its potential unless its trainer understands the 
ten traits. No horseperson will ever fulfi ll his or her potential without fi rst 
understanding the ten traits. No person is safe working around horses 
without fi rst understanding the ten traits.

Here is a summary of the ten traits every horse inherits. The following 
chapters discuss each trait in detail and explain how you can use each 
to your advantage when dealing with horses. Understanding these inbred 
characteristics will unlock the secrets of horse behavior.

1. The Secret of Flight: The horse in its wild state depends upon 
fl ight as its primary survival behavior. The horse's natural habitat is 
grasslands, prairie or steppes. Its primary enemies in nature are the 
large predators, particularly those of the cat and dog family, such as lions 
and wolves. Anatomically, physiologically and behaviorally the horse is a 
sprinter. Considering its enemies and its habitat, sprinting straight away 
from any frightening stimulus is the best way for horses to survive. To 
understand horses, above all else, the natural instinct of this species to 
fl ee from real or imagined danger must be appreciated.

2. The Secret of Perception: Prey species must be more perceptive 
than predators if they are to survive. Horses are a prey species that live with 
the danger of being eaten by their predator enemies. They are programmed 
to be on the lookout for danger and are always prepared to fl ee from it in 
an instant. Inexperienced horsemen often fail to appreciate the extreme 
perceptivity of the horse. Horses have an uncanny ability to detect sensory 
stimuli which are far too vague for us to sense. We commonly interpret the 
fl ight reaction caused by the stimuli as "stupidity." Horses are incredibly 
aware of their surroundings, so much so that people often misinterpret 
the horse's reaction as "psychic" or the result of a "sixth sense." However, 
the responses, which elicit such opinions, are caused by reactions to the 
same fi ve senses we possess: sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. What is 
diffi cult for us to identify with is the superiority of those senses in the horse 
and the swift fl ight reaction that a stimulus to those senses can provoke.

3. The Secret of Response Time: The horse has the fastest response 
time of any common domestic animal. "Response time" or "reaction time" 
is defi ned as the ability to perceive stimuli and react to it. Prey species 
must have a faster response time than a predator or they get eaten. The 
horse is such a large animal that the speed of its response time is hard 
for us to comprehend. This short response time is essential in a fl ighty 
creature. It isn't enough to run away. One must run away instantly and 
at high speed to survive.

whether its neck will be long or short, its nose dished or level.

Despite all of this selective 
breeding, the foal born in your 
stable last night inherited the 
same ten traits, as did the 
horses depicted on the wall 
of the caveman. These ten, 
inherited traits infl uence how 
the horse perceives the world 
around it and how it reacts to 
its environment. These traits 
include anatomical, physiological 

“He’s too straight in the pasterns!”
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4. The Secret of Rapid Desensitization: The horse is more quickly 
desensitized to frightening stimuli than any other animal. Why is a flight- 
oriented creature so quickly desensitized to frightening but harmless 
stimuli? If this weren't so, horses would spend all their time running and 
there would be no time to eat, drink, rest, or reproduce. So horses, in 
nature, must quickly learn to ignore basically frightening but harmless 
things such as tumbleweeds, thunder, quail and other herbivorous prey 
species, such as bison, antelope, or deer. Once they learn, they never forget.

5. The Secret of Learning: Not only do horses desensitize faster 
than other domestic animals to frightening stimuli, but other kinds of 
learning are obtained with similar speed. If a novel experience, such as the 
first shoeing, the first trailer loading, the first saddling, the first worming, 
the first experience of any kind is traumatic, the horse will henceforth 
fear that procedure.

Conversely, if a novel experience is made pleasurable and if comfort 
rather than discomfort ensues, the horse will remember that and will be 
more accepting of such an experience in the future.

The reason that great trainers are able to obtain results with startling 
swiftness, is due to the fact that they use technically appropriate behavior 
shaping techniques in a species which is inherently able to learn with 
great speed - a matter of survival in a prey creature which depends upon 
flight to survive.

6. The Secret of Memory: The horse's memory is nearly infallible. 
Horses never forget anything! Fortunately, horses forgive and were it not 
for that fact, a majority of professional horse trainers could not make a 
living. Horses can and do survive inept, improper and inhumane training 
methods. Many of them manage to become satisfactory performers, 
although the information yielded by the relatively new sciences of ethology 
(scientific study of animal behavior in their natural surroundings) and 
behavior shaping show us that most of our traditional training methods 
are inefficient and cumbersome.

The donkey and its hybrid offspring, the mule, have as keen a memory 
as the horse, but unlike horses they do not forgive. Thus, donkeys and 
mules are notoriously more challenging to train than horses. All good mule 

trainers can train horses, but the reverse is not true. There is truth in the 
old saying, "Mules must be trained the way horses should be trained."

Horses categorize every learned experience in life as something not to 
fear and, hence, to ignore; or something to fear and, hence, to flee. This is 
extremely useful in the wild and utilizes the species' phenomenal memory, 
but it often creates problems in domestic situations. If a horse categorizes 
a harmless stimulus (such as an electric clipper, a piece of plastic, a white 
cat, a flag, a tractor, or a veterinarian, etc.) as something to run away from, 
it creates major problems to those of us who must handle it. What horses 
experience creates lasting attitudes, especially if the horses are young. It 
is incumbent upon those who must work with horses not to cause bad 
experiences that the horse will forever regard as a reason to flee. This makes 
it especially difficult for farriers and veterinarians because everything they 
do is frightening and some things are painful.

It is, therefore, the owners' responsibility to desensitize (train) horses 
to accept such routine procedures as farriery, veterinary examination 
including invasion of the body openings and basic therapeutic procedures 
such as dentistry, intubation, and oral or eye medication.

7. The Secret of Dominance Hierarchy: The horse is the most 
easily dominated of all common domestic animals. It is a herd animal, 
subject to a dominance hierarchy and because it is a flight animal, the 
horse needs leadership to know when and where to run. In the wild, horses 
need leadership and readily accept it. Even naturally dominant individual 
horses (which are the exception in all animals that live in groups) can be 
dominated and rather quickly if one knows how to do it. The methods by 
which this can be accomplished most effectively are not natural to human 
beings. We must be taught.

8. The Secret of Control of Movement: The horse is the only 
common domestic animal that exerts dominance and determines the 
hierarchy by controlling the movement of its peers. It is understandable 
that in a species in which the ability to run away means life or death, 
positional control is the way in which leadership is established. Dominant 
horses make threatening movements towards subordinate herd members. 
The submissive individual, yielding its space, reaffirms the role of the 
dominant leader.
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Control of movement is the basis of all horse training disciplines. 
Horses accept our dominance when we cause them to move when they'd 
prefer not to, or when we inhibit their movement. Thus, trainers use many 
techniques to control flight in the horse. These techniques include round 
pens, training rings, longe lines, driving lines, hobbles, lateral flexion of 
the head and neck, vertical flexion of the head, lateral control of the hind 
quarters, snubbing green colts to experienced horses and working them 
in harness next to an experienced horse.

9. The Secret of Body Language: Each species signals subordination 
or submissiveness with a body language instinctively understood by their 
own species. Horses give subtle signals when they are willing to submit to 
any domination. We must learn the body language of horses by experience 
or by education. As we shall see, the body language, or signalment, of 
horses is unique to the equine species. It is imperative that people handling 
horses learn to read the body language of their charges.

10. The Secret of Precocity: The horse is a precocial species, which 
means it is neurologically mature at birth. Commonly, the newborn of prey 
species is precocial. For example newly hatched chicks, ducklings, goslings, 
quail, grouse, newborn fawns, calves, lambs and foals are fully active soon 
after birth. Unlike kittens, bear cubs, puppies or newly hatched owls or 
hawks, all of which are predatory species and quite helpless at birth, the 
precocial species must be quickly able to recognize danger and flee from it.

The imprinting period of the precocial species is immediately  
postpartum, when they visualize and memorize what they see move and 
want to follow and respect it (which in nature is usually the mother). 
This helps them to stay with their dam and the herd and they are quickly 
imprinted to do so. In species with delayed imprinting periods this  
occurs much later (six or seven weeks in puppies, for example). These 
imprinting periods permit immediate learning and permanent retention. 
The best time to teach horses, therefore, is right after birth. Attitudes, 
temperament and reactions can be shaped in just a few hours if we know 
how.

ChApter 2

Understanding The Instinct To Flee
 The primary defense of the horse is to flee from danger. Of all the 

common domestic animals, the horse is the only one in which flight is its 
main defense.

Each creature has a primary defense system and an examination of 
the anatomy of the species tells us what is the primary defense system. 
If we look at a dog, or one of its wild relatives such as the wolf, jackal, 
coyote, or dingo, we see teeth! When cornered, or when it feels its life is 
threatened, the dog will use its teeth. Cats, too, are powerful biters and 
most have a secondary defense weapon in their retractile claws. Although 
man has selectively bred some polled (hornless) breeds, wild cattle, sheep 
and goats all have horns which serve as their primary defense. Both male 
and female have horns that are acquired early in life. This tells us that 
horns constitute a primary defense tool. By contrast, in most species of 
deer, only the male has antlers and then only for part of the year. This 
tells us that the antlers are primarily intended for intra-species (within 
the herd) competition for territory and breeding rights. Deer, like horses, 
are primarily flight-defensive animals. The tusks of a hog, the horn of a 
rhinoceros, the camouflage coloration of the sage hen, the anatomical 
endowments of a skunk, a porcupine, an armadillo, or a tortoise, all reveal 
the primary defensive behavior of the respective animal when it feels that 
its life is threatened.

When we look at the horse, we are looking at a running machine. Its 
body is built for sprinting. Physiologically, its reaction time, its reflexes, its 
senses, its cardiovascular system, its respiratory system, are all designed 
to permit it to detect danger and to stay alive by sprinting away from it 
at high speed.

The horse, long ago, was a small, multi-toed, swamp-dwelling 
creature. Climatic changes resulted in swamps drying out to form prairies 
and savannas. The evolution of the horse allowed it to survive in this 
grassland habitat by running away from predators like large cats and 
wolves. Its limbs lengthened to facilitate speed. The number of its toes was 
reduced so that only one large central toe contacted the ground, permitting 
maximum escape speed. Vestigial toes remain in this incompletely evolved 
animal as ergots, chestnuts and splint bones.
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The Little Bugs That Do A BIG Job™

“The book you are holding in your hands is it! Why? It’s really 
quite simple. While there are many excellent sources of information 
on equine nutrition, horse health care and the training of horses 
for all types of riding disciplines, what is often missing is the 
fundamental knowledge of how the horse perceives its world or how 
a horse processes stimuli.  

Knowing this cannot only help keep horse owners safe, 
it is the foundation on which to build the partnership of true 
horsemanship with the amazing creatures they’ve brought into 
their lives. While this book is most helpful for the novice owner, the 
information contained within is equally useful for people who have 
been around horses all their lives. 

You owe it to yourself and your horses to give this book a read. 
I guarantee you won’t be disappointed.”

Darrell Dodds, 
Publisher, Western Horseman 
www.westernhorseman.com

 

Robert M. Miller, DVM

www.robetmmiller.com
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“If I Were to recommend One Book 
to A horse Owner...”


